FEATURE

JUST LIKE IN THE

MOVIES
BY JA S M IN E C H UN G

For Sally Wong and Lee
Man Hang, their happilyever-after started at
the movies.

WHEN SALLY MET
MAN HANG

Sally and Man Hang
were both members of
SDN who took part in
activities occasionally
to meet friends.
Their paths however,
never crossed because
they liked different things:
he enjoyed sports, while
she would normally sign
up for karaoke sessions.
It was only when they
both joined a movie event
that they met. And the
rest, as they say, is history.

THAT FATEFUL EVENING
The evening began with
dinner, during which
Sally found herself drawn
to Man Hang, who was
sitting at the other end of
the table. She observed
him throughout dinner
but didn’t get the chance
to speak to him.
When the movie
tickets were handed out
after dinner, Sally secretly
hoped she would get to
sit next to her mystery
guy. Lady Luck must have
heard her, as Sally got
her wish!
They only managed to
introduce themselves to
each other just before the
movie began, however. So
when the movie ended,
Sally knew that it was her
last opportunity to make
an impression as they
headed towards the exit.
The proactive girl then

made her move and struck
up a conversation with the
guy she had been eyeing
all evening. Following that
fateful night, Sally and
Man Hang continued their
newly forged friendship via
text messages.

GETTING HITCHED

A week after their brief
encounter, they finally
met for a real dinner date
again at an alfresco bar in
VivoCity. By the time they
parted ways, Sally had
left a deep impression
on Man Hang.
With every date
that followed, Sally and
Man Hang became an
increasingly integral part
of each other’s lives. After
going steady for two years,
Man Hang proposed to
Sally, and they tied the knot
in 2011.
Sally is full of praise
for her husband, and
reveals that he would
patiently while away the
time at a gaming arcade
when she attends dance
classes. VivoCity mall is
a significant part of their
lives, as it was there that
they first met six years
ago. Although Man Hang
doesn’t sing, he would still
accompany Sally to KBox
as she loves to sing.
Reciprocating, Man
Hang reveals that Sally
never fails to make him
laugh with her sense
of humour and bubbly
personality. It is evident just
how happy he is, judging
from his wide grin each
time he glances at her.

COMMUNICATION,
ACCEPTANCE &
HONESTY

To them, three
ingredients are key
to the recipe for a
successful relationship.
The first is honesty.
This quality is even
more important now
that they are married.
“Don’t hide. Show each
other honesty from the
very beginning. Lay
out all your flaws and
shortcomings so that
you can accept each
other from the start,
because there is no
hiding once you are
married,” says Man Hang.
Man Hang also
advises that couples
should learn to
compromise and accept

each other for who they
are instead of expecting
change. “Accept; don’t
expect,” says Man Hang
sagely, defining the
second ingredient.
When she was
dating Man Hang, Sally
realised the importance
of communication,
something that was
lacking in her previous
relationship and which,
she believes, led to
its demise. He taught
her that couples need
open communication
in order to resolve
misunderstandings.
Even now, the decisive
Sally still checks with
the analytical Man Hang,
before they make joint
decisions in their day-today lives.

*CALLING committed COUPLES!

If you found your soulmate through SDN or our accredited
dating agencies, e-mail us at msf_sdn@msf.gov.sg (Subject:
SDN Success Story). If you and your partner are featured in
DUET, the two of you will receive shopping vouchers worth
$150 plus a set of limited-edition SDN bears.
Know any friends who have gotten married through us?
E-mail their details to us too! We’ll give you a token of
appreciation if your friend’s story is featured.
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